
Chapter 9
1. understand r (e.g., linear & curvilinear, perfect +-, or no correlation);
2. understand scatter diagrams/plots and how to make one & how to interpret it; 

1. You should be able to visually understand these graphs.
3. understand Person's Correlation Coefficient (r) and how to compute it; 
4. understand the relationship between correlation and causation--specifically, the three possible 

directions of causality when two variables are correlated; 
Chapter 9.1

5. understand r2 (proportion of variance accounted for), and how to compute it;
6. understand how to make predictions about scores on a criterion variable based on scores on a 

predictor variable, including what a standardized regression coefficient is; 
7. Know how to predict a z-score given the necessary information (r, means, standard deviations)
8.

9. Understand how to compute  r2 and how to interpret it.
10. Understand the different variable names we used for X variable (IV, Cause), Y (DV, effect, 

criterion).
11. Be very familiar to what we discussed in class.

Study Guide Chapter 10

1. What is ANOVA? What are the null and research hypotheses?

2. What is the difference between ANOVA and t-tests?

3. Basic logic of an ANOVA, including the difference between the within-groups estimate of the 
population variance and the between-groups estimate of the population variance, 

4. What is the F ratio is and how it enables one to determine whether or not to reject the null 
hypothesis.

5. know how to carry out an ANOVA, including comparing your obtained F ratio to the values on 
an F table.

6. Assumptions of ANOVA.

7. Understand how an ANOVA lends itself to general conclusions about differences among 
population means and how additional procedures are required for more specific conclusions; 

8.  Multiple comparisons or protected t-tests.

9. Familiarize with the material we discussed in class.

10. Know how to compute the F ratio from problems like the one below:

Forty-eight participants were randomly assigned to do math tasks under one of three conditions: 
16 while listening to soft gentle music, 16 while listening to loud intense music, and 16 while in 
silence. 



The means and estimated population variances for the three groups were:

 Soft-gentle: M = 33, S2 = 25
Loud-intense: M = 42, S2 = 36
Silence M = 42, S2 = 16

Do these results suggest that there is a difference in performance on this kind of math task under 
these three conditions? (Use the 05 level).


